**Opportunities and Announcements**

**TAKE ADVANTAGE OF THESE NEW OPPORTUNITIES!**

The Boys and Girls Clubs of Broward need an Event Intern. Help the official charity of Major League Baseball with the 100 Outstanding Women of Broward, Dunn’s Run, Hollywood Welcomes the Stars, the ShowBoats International Yacht Rendezvous and the Fort Lauderdale Harley Davidson Bikers Bash. Professor Olson has worked with them for over 14 years and highly recommends this internship!

Commit 2B Fit at Davie Elementary. Here’s an opportunity not far from campus. This pilot program is coordinated by a non-profit working to combat childhood obesity and promote overall wellness. Professor Olson attended an orientation last week and endorses this opportunity too!

Remember that volunteer opportunities add credibility to your resume. It shows that you care about our community. Review Professor Olson’s recent email about the Third Annual Thurston AAA Baseball Tournament Park, April 8-10 in Fort Lauderdale.

**Experiences make the grade. . .**

Desire Vanterpool is an intern at Bonaventure Golf and Country Club where she has experienced many aspects of the venue’s operation. She not only sets up merchandise for the Pro Shop but takes inventory so that golfers always have access to the necessary supplies. She has learned the Club’s computer program for scheduling tee times for members and guests. She also collects fees. Recently she shadowed the Tournament and Sales Manager at the Celebrity Amputee Golf Tournament. Desire started playing golf in high school and fell in love with the sport. Now she is learning what goes on behind the scenes and having fun!

Congratulations to the following:
- **Amber Chang**—Practicum at University School
- **Brittany Judson**—Intern for Sports Capital Group
- **Alex Kurincak**—Intern at the Michael Jordan Golf Tournament
- **Natasha Micucci**—Intern at the Miami Dolphins